
Breaking Free of Passwords: 
The Ultimate Guide to Passwordless Authentication
How to protect your customers without the hassle of password management
or compromising on user experience
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Overview
Passwords are at the heart of a dizzying number of data breaches every year. In April 2020, hackers got hold of 
no less than half a million Zoom passwords. Time and again, passwords have been proven to be inadequate to secure 
accounts of all kinds – whether they belong to customers, members, or employees. Cyber criminals have an 
infamously unmistakable fondness for attacking passwords.

Yet, despite all the overwhelming evidence of their inadequacy and the pain associated with their use, passwords 
remain in use even today. As each year racks up a higher number of compromised passwords and corresponding data 
breach costs, businesses remain reluctant to address the very real discomfort of password use – whether in terms of 
management or just plain pitiful user experience.

Fortunately, there exists a solution. FIDO2-based WebAuthn has made password logins redundant by making it 
possible to authenticate users seamlessly using already stored data (such as a fingerprint or facial recognition) that is 
used to unlock personal devices. Unfortunately, many users hesitate to shift to passwordless authentication as they 
fear that their biometric data will be shared with the websites that they are trying to log in to, or authenticate 
transactions for. However, WebAuthn is based on public key cryptography, which means that it is only proof of 
possession of a private key that is shared with the website, not the data in itself. Additionally, the activation of the 
private key is exclusively done on the local device, thus the key never leaves the computer. The biometric data is only 
stored locally on the device and used to secure access to the private key.

Thus, FIDO-based passwordless authentication not only ensures much better security, it also facilitates a highly frictionless 
experience that adopts a user-first, user-driven approach, all the while eliminating the cost of vulnerable passwords.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/daveywinder/2020/04/28/zoom-gets-stuffed-heres-how-hackers-got-hold-of-500000-passwords/?sh=3695a4305cdc
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4 Simple
Steps to 
Breaking
free of 
Passwords
Going passwordless 
is in reality a lot 
easier than most 
businesses believe 
possible. When you 
have the right 
solution, it can be 
as easy as pie.

STEP - 1 
Analyze your existing environment in terms of technical         

      and user requirements. 

One of the key reasons to go passwordless is to enhance user 
experience, so make sure to first consider your customer needs 
when making the shift to passwordless. What are your customers’ 
preferences and access needs? Where are they based – at home, 
or at work? Are they more comfortable with their mobile devices 
and native authentication mechanisms, or can they handle varied 
authenticators including hardware such as private USB keys?

When it comes to your business, do you live on-premise, or in the 
cloud? If you are already functioning in the cloud, FIDO2 and 
WebAuthn-compliant security keys may be a good way to start off. 
Next, what mix of systems, operating systems, and applications 
are you operating with? Factor them into your shortlisting process 
– a “rip and replace” approach is neither easy nor advisable from 
a cost or effort standpoint.

Answers to these and more detailed questions such as these will 
help you narrow down on the authentication methods best suited 
to your current setup.

STEP - 2 
Deploy passwordless system. 

Once you have identified the best authentication options for your 
setup, it is time to align all involved departments and begin your 
transition to your passwordless future. The ideal solution should:

STEP - 3
Ensure availability of adequate support. 

Make sure to have adequate training materials at the ready for all 
users to ensure a glitch-free transition. If the solution provider 
does not provide the necessary literature and training, you may 
have to rope in your HR and L&D teams to step in and offer 
support by way of organizing and uploading/ sharing all relevant 
learning material, which should ideally include toolkits, demos, 
and best practices.

STEP - 4
Don’t forget compliance. 

In the dynamic, ever-evolving business world, compliance is a 
moving goal. Your best bet to ensure 100% compliance is opting 
for a FIDO-certified solution. With a FIDO-authorized, open 
standards-based, passwordless authentication framework that 
supports multi-factor, phishing-proof security, rest assured that 
you can turn your attention to the things that matter – like coding, 
testing, or upgrading.

Integrate 
seamlessly into 
your infrastructure

Be as scalable 
as it is secure

Have no need for 
special hardware or 
software requirements

Be ready for rollout 
in weeks, not months
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Benefits of Going Beyond Passwords
Early adopters of passwordless authentication stand to gain several benefits, the most critical ones being:

BULKED-UP SECURITY 

Eliminating passwords eliminates the 
potential for password hacks such as 
phishing, credential stuffing, 
keylogging, password spraying, and 
man-in-the-middle attacks.

UNPARALLELED 
USER EXPERIENCE

User-native, fraud-proof authentication 
methods enable the most frictionless user 
experience possible, while at the same 
time ensuring enhanced security.

STRESS-FREE
COMPLIANCE

With FIDO-approved solutions, 
compliance is simplified – leaving you 
free to focus on your business. 

BETTER CONTROL

When users are no longer picking bad 
passwords (and/ or engaging in risky 
password management behavior), you 
have higher control over your certificates 
and encryption keys.

SCALABILITY

When you adopt a decentralized approach 
to user authentication and management, 
adding new users becomes a quick and 
easy affair – one that can scale limitlessly. 
Users need just their smartphone and 
biometrics, and they can be onboarded in 
mere minutes.

REDUCED TCO

Passwords are expensive to maintain, 
and require constant monitoring and 
management. With passwordless 
authentication, you no longer have time 
and effort-consuming password reset 
requests to cater to, or frustratingly complex 
password policy administration to manage.

Building a Secure Culture

The discussion about data breaches has, over the past few years, shifted from “if” to “when” a business will 
be successfully breached by determined hackers. The war against such breaches will certainly be lost if it 
continues to hinge on passwords as business’ first line of defense against incidents such as credential theft 
or authentication errors.

The only practical and feasible approach to minimizing the risks that lead to such breaches is opting for 
passwordless, user-native authentication. However, successful migration to passwordless authentication 
requires a solution that integrates seamlessly across all systems, operating systems, and applications.

For a quick lowdown on how passwordless can work for you, drop us a line at info@hanko.io or use our 
contact form. We’ll get back to you in no time at all.
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https://www.hanko.io/contact


About Hanko
Hanko is a Software-as-a-Service startup offering solutions for easy-to-use and secure authentication 
without passwords. Hanko’s Authentication Platform enables an effortless transition to password-free 
multi-factor logins and thus helps to increase the usability of authentication processes and to close security 
gaps. The company is a member of the international FIDO Alliance and the first European provider of a 
certified FIDO solution. With a developer API as its core product, Hanko is helping software developers to 
build and run their identity solutions without the complexity of implementing everything on their own. 
Hanko’s customers include international software and cloud providers, the public sector, and companies in 
the financial and healthcare sectors.

Shery Ghahraman
Sales Manager

+49 (0) 174 189 9973
shery.ghahraman@hanko.io

Please Contact
For Additional Information,
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